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Abstract 
We study those ideals 9 of sets in a perfect Polish space X which admit a Bore1 
measurable f : X + X with f- ‘[{x}] +ZY for each x E X. A stronger version of that property 
(when, additionally, X is a group and Y an invariant ideal) states that there exist a Bore1 
set B e4 and a perfect P zX, such that {B +x: x E P} forms a disjoint family. 
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Introduction 
Throughout the paper, the letters X and Y are reserved for perfect Polish 
spaces. If _Fr9(X> is an ideal, we always assume that X P9; we then say that 2 
is an ideal on X. 
The situation where, for an ideal y, each disjoint family of Bore1 sets in X, that 
do not belong to 3 is countable (this is the so-called countable chain condition, 
abbreviated ccc) has many important applications to the respective Boolean 
algebras and to various kinds of forcing. Here we consider the opposite case when 
y admits an uncountable disjoint family of large (i.e., not from 9) Bore1 sets. 
Such ideals play a role of precise tools in analysis. Namely, some properties (e.g. of 
real functions) which hold except for a Lebesgue null set or except for a meager set 
are valid, in fact, except for a set of a much smaller ideal which can lose ccc. We 
have observed that certain natural ideals which admit families having size of 
continuum and consisting of large Bore1 sets do this in a regular way. Thus we 
introduce property (M). We give a characterization of (M) and use it to get new 
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examples of ideals fulfilling CM). We describe a number of applications. Next, we 
consider property (D) for invariant ideals on a perfect Polish Abelian group. We 
show that (D) implies (M) and pose the question whether the converse holds. 
Our set-theoretical notation is standard. As for descriptive set theory, we base 
ourselves on [14]. So, the Bore1 and projective point classes are denoted according 
to [14]; for instance, the point class of Bore1 sets is written as 55’ and, when 
restricted to a space X, as .9’(X). 
The set of all infinite (respectively finite) sequences, with terms in IO, l} is 
denoted by “2 (respectively < “2); we consider “2 as the Cantor space. For 
SE ‘“2, we denote by V, the open set (z ~~2: z extends s} of the standard base in 
“2. If z ~“‘2 and n E o, we write z 1 y1 = (z(O), z(i), . . . , z(n - 1)). 
For EcXXYand XEX, yEY,wedenote 
E,={t~y: (x, ~)EE}, 
EY={.seX: (s, ~)EE}. 
If 9 is an ideal on X, we say that 9 ~3 is a base of 4 if any E ~3 is 
contained in some F E ST. When an ideal y consists of sets included in the unions 
of finite (respectively countable) subfamilies of a given Z_c?%X>, we say that 4 
is an ideal (respectively a-ideal) generated by Z’. By 3 I9 we denote the ideal 
generated by ~n9(X) (analogously for other point classes). 
Throughout the paper, c denotes the cardinality of continuum. 
I would Iike to thank Professors Lev Bukovsky, David Fremlin, Berndt Kirch- 
heim, Miklos Laczkovich, Andrzej Roslanowski and Petr Simon for their helpful 
remarks and for solving some problems that have appeared during the preparation 
of the paper. 
1. Property (MI 
We say that an ideal y on X has property (M) if there is a Bore1 measurable 
f : X*X such that f-‘[{x}] ey for each x EX. We then say that f realizes (M) 
for y. Since any two perfect PoIish spaces are Bore1 isomorphic (see [14, lG.411, 
we may replace the above f : X *X by f : X + Y for a suitable Y. Moreover, we 
may also take f : B -+ Y where B is a Bore1 set in X. 
Since 9 has (M) iff 3 I.99 has (Ml, there is no restriction to assume that 3 
has a base consisting of Bore1 sets. By the definition, if 3 and f are ideals on X 
such that 9u and B has (Ml, then 4 has (Ml. 
Examples 1.1. (a) The ideal of nowhere dense sets in R has (Ml; see 14, Example 
1.3, p. 41. 
(b) The ideal of all subsets of [w that can be covered by F, Lebesgue null sets 
has (M); see [12, Lemma 41. This was generalized in [l, Lemma 51, to the case of 
the a-ideal of all subsets of X that can be covered by F, sets from 2 where 9 is 
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a a-ideal on X such that y has a base consisting of G, sets, / contains all 
singletons and does not contain nonempty open sets. 
(c) Let 0 <s < 1 and let yS denote the ideal of all null sets with respect to the 
Hausdorff (xS)-measure in [w (see [6, 2.10.11). Then yS has (M) (see [9]; note that a 
function f realizing (Ml can be chosen approximatively continuous, hence of Baire 
class 1, and, moreover, the Hausdorff dimension of any f~‘[{xll is 1, so f is good 
for all s). 
(d) Let E c R, x E R and r > 0. Denote by ACE, x, r) the largest 6 > 0 for which 
there is an interval (a, b) c (x - r, x + r) \ E with b - a = 6. If lim sup, ,,+h(E, 
x, r)/r > 0 for all x E E, we say that E is porous. E is called a-porous if it is a 
countable union of porous sets. The family of all a-porous sets in Iw forms a 
g-ideal (for more information on porous sets, see [241). It has property (M) which 
follows from [25, Proposition 2.11. 
(e) Let E ~“2 and K&w. Consider the following game RE, K) (described in 
[16]) between two players: I and II. They choose consecutive terms of a sequence 
x E 2”; player I chooses x(i) if x E w \ K and player II if i E K. Player I wins if 
x E E and player II if x V! E. Let V,,(K) denote the family of all E for which 
player II has a winning strategy in r( E, K ). Now, consider a family consisting of 
sets K, CO, for s E <W2, such that K,, UK,, c K, and K,, f’ K,, = # for each 
SE ‘“2. Then {V,,(K,): s E 4W2) forms a a-ideal called a Mycielski ideal. 
Roslanowski proved that it has (M) (see [3, Lemma 0.11). 
(f) If 4 and f are ideals on X and Y, respectively, then the family 
yxg= {E LXX Y: {x EX: E, P_F} EJ=} 
forms an ideal on X X Y, called the product of y and B (cf. e.g. [5]). Observe that 
if 4 or % has property (Ml, then Yx~ has (M). Indeed, let for instance, 
f:X+Xrealize(M)for4.Then g:XxY +X given by g(x, y) =f(x> realizes 
(MI for YXx&. 
From now on, if 9 is a fixed ideal and E GCJ”, we say that E is large. The 
following theorem gives a characterization of (M). 
Theorem 1.2. Let y be an ideal on X. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) 3 has (Ml; 
(2) there are a disjoint family 9 of c large Bore1 sets and a bijection g : “2 -+ 9, 
such that IJ g[ V,] is Borel for each s E < “2; 
(3) there is a family {E, : s E < w 2} of Bore1 sets in X such that 
(a> ESo n E,, = @ for all s E iw2, 
(b) E,, U E,, c E, for all s E <w2, 
(4 n nrwE,,,, eyfor all z ~~2. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). Let f: X +“2 realize (Ml for 4: Put F= (f-‘[{z)]: z ~~2) and 
let g :“2 + 9 be given by g(z) = fpl[{z)] for z ~~2. For each s E <W2, the set 
U g[l/,] = f-‘[V’,] is Borel. The rest is obvious. 
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(2)- (3). Let E, = U g[l/,] for s E <“2. Conditions (a), (b) follow from the 
analogous conditions for the sets V, and from the disjointness of si. To show (c), 
observe that n n t o U g[V,,,] =g(z) e.Y for each z ~~2. 
(3)-(l). Put B= fl,,,U.,yEz,n; it is a Bore1 set since, for a fixed n, the 
set (z I II: z ~“‘21 is finite. For each x E B, there is a unique f(x) •~2 such that 
XE n ,,oEfcx,,,. This defines an f : B - “2 which is Bore1 since f- ‘[ V,] equals 
theBorelset n,,,U,,V~E,,.foranysE<W2.Finally,f-’[Iz}l= n,t,E,,,eY. 
0 
Let us apply implication (3) * (1) of Theorem 1.2 in the following two proposi- 
tions. The first one generalizes Example 1.1(a). 
Proposition 1.3. The ideal of all nowhere dense sets in X has (M). 
Proof. We construct auxiliary sets E: for n E w and s E < “2. At first, let s = 0. 
Assume that {U,: n E w] is a base of the topology in X. We choose nowhere dense 
compact perfect sets E;), nEw,suchthat ET,clJ,,and E,“+‘~lJ,,\U,..Ef,.If 
SE <“2 is arbitrary and the sets E,“, n E w, are constructed, then, for each n E w, 
choose disjoint perfect subsets E,“, and E: of E,“. Put E, = IJ n E ,,,E: for any 
SE <O2. It is easily seen that, for each z ~~2, the set n IIE ,E, ,n is dense, thus is 
not nowhere dense. In this way, condition (3) of Theorem 1.2 is fulfilled. •I 
The set IO]“’ of all infinite subsets of w can be embedded via characteristic 
functions into “2, and thus (as a G, set), forms a perfect Polish space. Consider the 
Ellentuck topology in [w]~ generated by the base consisting of sets of the form 
(K E [w]~: F LK LS) where F and S are finite and infinite subsets of w, 
respectively (see e.g. [19]). Nowhere dense sets in this topology are called nowhere 
Ramsey sets. 
Proposition 1.4. The ideal of nowhere Ramsey sets has (M). 
Proof. We may consider [<,2], instead of [WY’. For s E <“2, define 
B,=[tE < “2: s and t are comparable}, 
ES= {KE [-2]? KO,}. 
Obviously, E, are Bore1 (in the natural Polish topology of [<“2]“) and fulfill 
conditions (a), (b) of (3) in Theorem 1.2. For z ~~2, the set 
n E*,n ={KE[<~~]~: K~[zln: nEw}} 
ntw 
is not nowhere Ramsey. So, (c) of Theorem 1.2(3) is also true. q 
The following problem concerning Propositions 1.3 and 1.4, suggested by T. 
Natkaniec, seems interesting: establish those topologies r on “2 for which the 
ideals of r-nowhere dense sets have (M). 
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Having the above examples of ideals with property CM), we asked whether each 
ideal admitting a disjoint family of c large Bore1 sets must have CM). Counterexam- 
ples were brought by Petr Simon (who constructed a respective ideal on [w, 
assuming CH) and by David Fremlin (who constructed a v-ideal on rW*). We 
present Fremlin’s construction where an assumption weaker than CH is used 
(Proposition 1.5). It would be interesting to have a counterexample in ZFC without 
any additional axioms and also a version where one requires the invariance of an 
ideal (a-ideal) on [w. It is curious that, for some restricted class of ideals, the 
answer of our question can be positive (Proposition 1.6). 
Proposition 1.5 (Fremlin). Assume that the union of any family of < c meager 
subsets of R does not cover R. Then there exists a u-ideal 9 on R* such that Y has 
not (M) and there is a disjoint family of c large closed sets. 
Proof. Let f,, CY < c, be an enumeration of all Bore1 functions from [w2 onto [w. We 
shall define two sequences (x,), < c and ( y,), < c of real numbers. Let CY < c. 
Suppose that x,, y, for y < c are defined so that f;‘[{x,}l is meager (in Iw) and 
(f;‘[{~,)l)~s is meager (in iw2) if y <(Y and 5 <(Y. Pick x, so that f;‘[{x,ll is 
meager (in iw) and (f;‘[{x,)l>’ y are meager (in iw) for y < (Y (the choice is possible 
since any disjoint family of nonmeager Bore1 sets is countable). For any y G (Y, the 
set E, = {y E R: (f;‘[{x,)]>” is nonmeager} is meager by the Kuratowski-Ulam 
theorem (see [171). So, from the assumption it follows that we can pick y, E [w \ 
U y Qa E,. Thus <f; ‘Kx,H>‘~~ is meager for all y G (Y. Let Y be the a-ideal 
generated by 1 f; ‘[{x,)1: cr < c). By the construction, for any Bore1 function f from 
[w2 onto [w, there is an x such that f- ‘[Ix}] ~2. Hence 4 does not have (M). For 
any (Y < c, the line 1, = (y,} x R is not in Y. Indeed, if 1, EY, there exists a 
countable set T of ordinals < c such that 1, G IJ YE ,f;‘[{x,)l. That is impossible 
since, by the construction, the last union is meager in 1,. q 
Recall that if X is compact, the space 35X) of all closed subsets of X with the 
Vietoris topology is perfect and Polish (cf. [lo, 0 42, I, II]). The class of ideals Y in 
X such that Y~J~?(X) is coanalytic contains many known examples and seems 
quite rich (cf. [81 where, especially, a-ideals of compact sets are investigated). 
Proposition 1.6 (Roslanowski). Assume that a space X (perfect and Polish) is 
compact. Let Y be an ideal on X such that 9 n Z(X) is coanalytic in 2(X) and 
there exists an uncountable disjoint subfamily of B?(X) \Y. Then Y has (M). 
Proof. By [8, Theorem 2, p. 2821, there is a continuous function @ : “2 + A?(X) 
such that 
(i) Q(z) @Y for all z E02, 
(ii) Q(t) n Q(z) = (d for any distinct t, z ~~2 
(the theorem formulated for a-ideals remains true for ideals, see the remark 
following the proof in 181). Thus 9= l@(z): z ~~21 consists of c pairwise disjoint 
large Bore1 sets. Then g :“2 + 9 given by g(z) = Q(z), for z ~~2, is a bijection. 
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Consider any V, from the base of “2. The set @[V,l is compact in Z(X) as the 
continuous image of a compact set. All elements Q(z), z E V,, of @[V,] are 
compact in X. Hence U @[V,] = lJ {Q(z): z E V,] is compact (see [lo, 0 42 III]). By 
Theorem 1.2(2), we get the assertion. 0 
2. Applications of (M) 
2.1. A Baire-type order 
For any ideal 9 on X, the following Baire-type order (cf. [2,13]) counts the 
minimal number of steps sufficient to get the field generated by 9(X) UY: 
r(y)=min{a<o,: (VBE~(X))(~AE_Z~(X))(BAAE~)}. 
Note that, by [13, Lemma 31, for each (Y < wr, there is an ideal 3 on “2 such that 
r(y) = (Y. The classical Lebesgue result states that r({(d}> = w,. The same effect 
can be obtained for the ideals of cT-porous sets and of sets that are covered by F, 
null sets on [w (cf. [1,12,2.5]). We observe that a common Lebesgue-type proof 
works for all ideals with property CM). 
Recall (cf. [14, p. 351) that if A is a point class the set U &XX Y is called 
universal for A(Y) if U E A(X x Y) and A(Y) = (U,: x EX}. We say that A is 
closed under Bore1 substitution if, for any spaces X, Y and a Bore1 function 
f : X + Y, we have f- ‘[El E A(X) for all E E A(Y ). 
Lemma 2.1. Let A and fl be point classes such that A is closed under Bore1 
substitution and there is a set U E A(X X X) such that fi( X) L {U,: x E X). If 9 is 
an ideal on X with property (M), then there is C c X such that X \ C E A(X) and 
B A C Ey for all B E O(X). 
Proof. Let f: X-+X realize (M) for 3. Put C = (x EX: (x, f(x)> P U}. Then 
X \ C E A(X) since A is closed under Bore1 substitution. Suppose that B A C EY 
for some B E O(C). Choose x0 EX such that B = Ux,,. If x E f-‘[(.qJl, then 
x E B = x E Q,, = x E IJ& w x @ C. 
Thus we get fP’[{xo}] c B A C. This is a contradiction since f-‘[{x0}] P4 and 
BACEZ. 0 
Corollary 2.2. If an ideal 9 on X has (M), then r(y) = w ,. 
Proof. Suppose that RT(y) = CY < wl. Applying Lemma 2.1 when A =9, 0 = Ch) 
and U is a universal set for Z:(X), we get a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 2.3 (Roslanowski; cf. also [21, Theorem 2.41). If y is an ideal on X with 
property (M), there is C E Z:(X) which is not in the algebra generated by 9%X) UY. 
Thus this algebra is not closed under Suslin’s operation. 
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Proof. It sufficies to apply Lemma 2.1 to A = fl,’ and A =,cS; the cxistcncc of the 
respective set U follows from [22]. 0 
2.2. Section properties 
For an ideal Y on X, we define @,y :9(XXX)+9P(X> by the formula 
Q,(E) = (x E X: E, @_F). If Y consists of Lebesgue null sets or of meager sets in 
R, then QY sends Bore1 sets into Bore1 sets (see, e.g. [7]). For ideals with property 
CM), it is not true (which was observed in [3] for Mycielski ideals). 
Proposition 2.4. If 3 is an ideal on X with property (M), then _$i( X) c Q9[ 9( X x 
XII. 
Proof. Let A E Z:(X). Pick B E ni(X XX) whose projection on the first coordi- 
nate is A. Put B” = {(x, y> E X X X: (x, f(y)) E B) where f: X+X realizes 
(M) for Y. Then B* ESZF’(X XX) and A = @,(B*). 0 
2.3. Products of ideals 
The trick modifying universal sets, similar to that used in Section 2.1, enables us 
to extend some results of [51 concerning ideals on the plane of the form {@} xg. 
Instead of I@), we can take any o-ideal with property CM). For an ideal Y on X, 
we denote 
add(Y) =min{I9[: StGYaand lJ3GY}. 
One of the extended results of [5] is 
Proposition 2.5. Assume that y and % are u-ideals on X and Y, respectively, such 
that 4 has (M) and x contains all singletons. Then 
add((Y&Y)@‘) = add((.YXg)IZi) = add((YXY)117:) 
= add((YXxg)Ini) =w,. 
3. Property (D) 
Now, assume that X is a perfect Polish space being, at the same time, a metric 
Abelian group with the group operation + and the neutral element e. Here we 
shall consider only invariant ideals on X, i.e., ideals .Y such that A +x EY 
whenever A EY and x E X. The symbols A +x, A -x, A + B, A -B will be 
understood in a usual sense. 
We say that 9 has property CD) if there are a Bore1 set B E.%‘(X) 14 and a 
perfect set P c X, such that {B + x: x E P} forms a disjoint family; we then say that 
B and P realize CD) for 9. Another formulation can be obtained if one observes 
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that the disjointness of {B +x: x E P} is equivalent to (B -B) n (P -P> = (e}. 
Note that if 4 and > are ideals on X such that Sg and x has (D), then 3 
has (D). 
From a general theorem of Mycielski il.51 it follows that, for any meager E LX, 
there is a perfect P CX such that (P - P> n E c (e} (for the real line one can 
construct P as a standard Cantor-type set). Thus we get 
Proposition 3.1. If there exists a Bore1 set B @9 such that B - B is meager, then Y 
has property (D). 
Examples 3.2. (a) Any Mycielski ideal has (D) (see [16, Proposition 111). 
(b) The ideal of a-porous sets has (D) which was shown by Reclaw in [20] (he 
used the critetion stated in Proposition 3.1). 
(c) The ideal 4 of nowhere dense sets has CD). Indeed, consider a countable set 
Q dense in X. Then Q E9 and Q - Q is meager (in fact, countable), so, by 
Proposition 3.1, we get (D) for 3. Note that, for R, the direct proof is known (see 
[18, the proof of Theorem 2(a)]>, where the author constructed a perfect P such 
that P +x are pairwise disjoint for all rational x. 
(d) The ideal of all subset of R that can be covered by F, Lebesgue null sets has 
04) (see [ill). 
(e) Assume that there exist subgroups Xi and X, of X such that Xi P9 and 
Xi is Borel, X, contains a perfect set P and Xi nX, = (e). Hence (Xi -Xi> n (P 
-P)={e}since(X,-X,)n(P-P)cX,nX,.Thus9 has(D).Forinstance,in 
the Cantor group “2 (with the coordinatewise addition modulo 2) we consider 
Bore1 subgroups 
X, = {x EW2: x(2n) = 0 for all y1 E w}, 
X, = (x E02: x(2n + 1) = 0 for all n E w} 
and let 9 be the a-ideal generated by {X, +x: x ~~2). 
(f) If 9 and & are invariant ideals on X and Y, respectively, and 4 or y has 
(D), then Sxg has (D). Indeed, if, for instance a Bore1 set B and a perfect P 
realize (D) for 9, then B x Y and P X Y realize (D) for SXg. 
Proposition 3.3. For each s E (0, l), the ideal of all null sets with respect to the 
Hausdorff (xS)-measure in R has (D). 
Proof. We shall construct a perfect set P of positive (x’)-measure, such that P -P 
is nowhere dense (hence, by Proposition 3.1, the assertion follows). Choose a 
positive integer n so large that n *IS > 3n - 2. We shall define the family of 
intervals Zi,, _, ik where k > 1 and i,, . . . , i, E 11,. . . , n}. Put d, = 1 and, for k E w, 
let d k+l =dJn’/’ and ck+i =(dk-dk+,)/(n - 1). For i= 1, 2,...,n, we set 
I,= [(i- l)c,, (i- l)ci+di] 
and, assuming that Zi, ,,,ik = [a, a + dk] has been defined, let 
Zj,...iki = [a + G- l)ckfl, a + G- l)ckfl +4+i]. 
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By the standard argument we conclude that P = fl y+, U i, :, ,,I,, ,ik is perfect of 
positive (xs)-measure; moreover its Hausdorff dimension 1s s (see [6, 2.10.281). 
Denote Fk = U i !... i,‘i, . ..ii for any k > 1. Let A(Z) stand for the length of an 
interval I. The distance between any intervals Zi,.,,iki and Zi,,,.lki+l equals ck+r - 
d k+l and, if it is greater than A(Z,,._.jki) +A(Zil,..ikL+,)= 2dk+l (for any k and 
lr,.**rlk, i), we easily derive that P - P = n ;=,(Fk - Fk) is perfect and nowhere 
dense (cf. [23, $41). But in our case, cktl - dk+, > 2dkfl is true since, otherwise, 
C k+, G 3dk+,, and thus, 
dk-dk+l<3dk+l(n-1), 
d, < d,+,(jn - 2)) 
dk+In1/S<dk+,(3n - 2), 
which contradicts our assumption n’lS > 3n - 2. 0 
We see that the examples given in Section 2 are repeated here. In fact, by the 
following proposition, we have just generalized the results concerning (MI. 
Proposition 3.4. If an invariant ideal 9 on a perfect Polish Abelian group X has (D), 
then it has (M). 
Proof. Let a Bore1 set B EY and a perfect P realize (D) for Y. The set B + P is 
Bore1 as the one-to-one image of the Bore1 set B x P under the continuous 
mapping (x, y) ox + y [lo, § 39 IV]. For x E B + P, let f(x) be a unique y E P 
suchthat xEB+y.Then f:B+P + P is Bore1 measurable since, for any U open 
in P, the set f-‘[U] =B + U is Borel. Clearly, f-‘[{y)] =B +y $53 for each 
YEP. 0 
We do not know whether the converse holds even in the case X = R. However, 
which was observed by L. Bukovsky, the minimal ideal Ymin(~ 0) invariant on X, 
without property (D), is generated by the family of all Bore1 sets B CX such that 
{B + x: x E P} is disjoint for some perfect P c X. To solve our problem, it suffices 
to verify whether &J 7 D) has (MI or not. 
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